Corporate Health
Monitoring and
Medical Evaluation

Our Offer
Taking in consideration the big challenge that companies are facing monitor
the health of employees in such a delicate moment, Intcom, embraced the
challenge and created a specific solution to address the needs of these
companies and the result of this initiative is the BlueDirect Health
Management.
What is it?
It is an online tool that allows doctors/managers to monitor/tracking cases in
real time, conduct health research and report test results, in addition to
allowing employees to access their individual profile to respond surveys,
view test results and even receive company communications and guidance.
How does it works?
The system has 2 types of access:

Employees

Doctors

With a simple and friendly
interface, employees can
answer medical
questionnaires and report
their health conditions daily.

Doctors receive this data in
real time and are able to
monitor all cases, they can
organize by projects,
contracts and roles for
example.

Dynamic processes suited to your company
Thinking of providing solutions to different scenarios and situations, we
developed a tool that allows each company to configure the processes in its
own way, informing those in charge, start and end date, periodicity and
which projects or departments must answer the questionnaires.

Processes

Forms

Process management

Dynamic form

Forms control

Conditional questions

Data filtering

Custom field types

Periodicity definition

Multiple sections

The tool also allows the creation of dynamic forms, ensuring a better
calculation, optimizing time and cost compared forms being used in a
traditional way.

Profiles
Personal data
Employee availability
Exam history
Forms history
Different access profiles can be configured in the tool, making it easier for
managers and medical teams to monitor the data they really need.

Mobile interactivity
Offer your employees the transparency and convenience of answering
medical and health questionnaires wherever they are.
From the creation of specific forms by purpose, each employee will answer
only the questionnaires directed to him and at the intervals determined by
his manager.

Mobile
Individual access to each employee with information on the
current health status based on filling out the previously
registered health monitoring form and access to registration
information.
Immediate response to the medical form with all the
information requested by the company and forwarding
automatically to the doctor’s control panel.

Corporate Medicine 4.0
Advantages for doctors, nurses and managers: real time follow up of the
status of exams of all employees. Intelligent search of employees by
function, project or vessel, exam status etc. quickly see who have not yet
taken the exams or exams that already expired.

It allows managers and doctors to verify engagement to answering the
health questionnaire and generate comprehensive information from
individualized entries. It lists all exams performed by employees and their
respective results.
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